Let X be an infinite-dimensional complex Banach space and denote the set of bounded (compact) linear operators on X by B(X) (K(X)). Let N(A) and R(A) denote, respectively, the null space and the range space of
Introduction and preliminaries
Let X be an infinite-dimensional complex Banach space and denote, respectively, the set of bounded, compact and finite dimensional operators on X by B(X), K(X) and F(X). For A in B(X) throughout this paper N(A) and R(A) will denote, respectively, the null space and the range space of A. Set N (A m 
) = {J n N(A"), R(A t:o ) = f] n R(A n ), a(A) = dimN(A), P(A) =dimX/R{A) and k(A) = dimN(A)/(N(A) n/^/l 00 )). Recall that an operator A e B(X) is semi-Fredholm if R(A) is closed and at least one if tx(A) and P(A) is finite. For such an operator we define an index i(A) by i(A) = <x(A)-fl(A). Let <t>+(X) (<b-(X)) denote the set of semi-Fredholm operators with <x(i4)<oo(/J(/4)<oo) and a ek (A)
Kato's essential spectrum of A, i.e., a ek 
(A) = {XeC:A -X<fcQ> + (X)v<&-(X)}. Furthermore, let (j(A), a a (A) and a ab (A) = f]{(J a (A + K):KeK{X)
and AK = KA} denote, respectively, the spectrum, the approximate point spectrum and Browder's essential approximate point spectrum of A ( [17] ). In this paper we study the subset <x gb (A) Proof. Suppose that the operator A satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). If A t is the restriction of A to X t considered as an operator from X t to itself, then there is an integer n such that A\ = 0. Also, we have 
Set V(X) = {AeB{X):R(A) is closed and k(A)<oo} and V n (X) = {A e V(X): k(A)
=N(A) = N(A 0 ) © N(A t ) and R{A x ) = R(A£)<zX 0 . By [5, Lemma 2.1(a)] N(A) nR(A x ) = [N(A 0 ) © N^) ] n R(A aa ) = N{A 0 ) © INiAJ n R(A a >)] = N(A 0 ). Hence dim lN(A)/(N(A)nR(A a> ))'] = dim(A + F -X) is closed. Since A -X is nilpotent on X x we have N(A + F-X) = N(A 0 -X)<zR((A 0 -X)<°)czR((A 0 -X)'°)®X l = R{(A + F-X) c°.
Thus, k(A + F-X) = 0, and X$o g (A + K). This completes the proof.

Corollary 3.2 f] {a g (A + K):Ke F(X) and AK = KA} = a gb (A).
Proof. Inclusion ' =>' is obvious. Suppose that X $ a gb (A) . From the proof of Theorem 3.1, there exists a finite rank operator F in B(X) such that AF = FA and X$o g (A + F), which proves the inclusion ' a'. This completes the proof.
Let us point out that Theorem 3.1 and its corollary can be proved without using Theorem 2.1, but instead by using Kaashoek's [6, Theorem 3.2].
Corollary 3.3. X e o g (A)\o gb (A) if and only if X is an isolated point of a g (A), 0<k(A-X)<co and R(A-X) is closed.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1, [5, Theorem 4.7] and [6, Theorem 4.1].
The polynomial hull £ of a compact subset E of the complex plane C is the complement of the unbounded component of C\£. Given a compact subset E of the plane, a hole of £ is a component of E\E. If F is another compact set such that 3£ <=£<=£, it follows that dEczdF, £ = F and E can be obtained from F by filling in some holes of F. (Here and in what follows dE denotes the boundary of the set £.)
Corollary 3.4. Let AeB(X). Then
(i) a gb (A)ca ek (A), (ii) dc ek (A)<=do gb (A) and a gb (A) is nonempty, (iii) d gb = o ek {A), (
iv) a ek (A) can be obtained from a gb (A) by filling in some holes of a gb (A), (v) if a gb (A) is connected, a ek (A) is connected.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove (ii). It is well known that o ek (A) is nonempty and compact. Suppose X o eda ek (A) and X Q $c gb (A). Hence, k(A -A o )<oo and R(A -k 0 )
is closed. Now, we know that there exists an £ > 0 such that 0<|A 0 -k\<e implies that R(A -X) is closed and a(A -X) and P(A -X) are constant, i.e., <x{A -
]). Thus A-X o e<b + (X)Kj
), which is a contradiction. This completes the proof.
Corollary 3.5. Let A* be the adjoint operator of AeB(X). Then a gb (A) = a gb (A*).
Proof. This follows from Recall that a(A), the ascent of A, is the smallest non-negative integer n such that Let 0>(X) denote the set of all bounded projections P in X such that codim P(X) is finite. The compression A P is a bounded linear operator on the closed subspace PX defined by A P y = PAy for each y in PX. Consequently, a g {A P ) is the generalized spectrum of this operator on the Banach space PX. 
N(p(A)-X) N{p(A)-X)nR((p(A)-m (N((A -
Thus, 
JV(p(/l) -A) n K((p(/I) -If) ~ ^ N((A -*,)»') n and by [5, Theorem 3.7] it follows that k(p(A) -A) g S/c((/l -A,)""). Hence, A £ a 9fc (p(/4)). We now turn to the proof of the opposite inclusion. Suppose that A e p{a gb (A)) and k$o gb (p(A)). By the definition of o gb (A), we have that R(p(A) -A) is closed and fc(p(/l)-A)<oo. By ([4, Corollary (hi)]) we know that R((A-X,)
Theorem 4.2. Let A e B(X), and let D be an open neighbourhood of o(A). If f is a rational function on D with no poles in D, then
Proof. We can write f=p/q, where p and q are polynomials and q has no zeros in Let (G n ) be a sequence of compact subsets of C. The limit superior, lim sup G n , is the set of all X in C such that every neighbourhood of X intersects infinitely many G n . To show that if / is an analytic function defined on a neighbourhood of a(A), then f(o gb (A)) = a gb (f(A)) we shall prove the following statement. A) ) and 0 6 a gb (A n ) for each n (which implies 0 e lim sup o gb (A n )).
D. Hence, 0<tq(o{A)), q(A) is invertible and f{A)=p(A)q(A)~1 =q(Ay
Theorem 4.5. Let A e B(X) and let f be an analytic function defined on a neighbourhood of a(A). Then
Proof. Let D be a neighbourhood of a(A), and let (/"(£)) be a sequence of rational functions, with no poles in D, converging to fit) on D. We have 
, we know that 0 $ c gb (p(A)). Then R(p(^4)) is closed and k(p(A))<co. Consequently, since h(A) is an invertible operator commuting with p{A), it is easy to see that g(A)=p(A)h(A) has closed range and k(g(A))<oo. Thus, we have that fi$a gb (f(A)), i.e., o gb (f{A))cz f(o gb (A)).
This completes the proof of the theorem. . The restriction of A to the subspace W has been studied in [16] and [19] . To prove the other inequality suppose that e>0, and let p denote the total multiplicity of the jumps having absolute value less than V(A) -E. AS in the proof of [18, Theorem 1.1 (II)] (using Theorem 2.1 instead of Kato's decomposition theorem [9, Theorem 4]) we conclude that the space X decomposes into the direct sum of two closed subspaces Z and Y which are /4-invariant, dim Z = p and Z is the direct sum of the finite dimensional summands at the jumping points k v (A),...,X P (A) (where each jump appears consecutively according to its multiplicity). Let 
Connected components of C\a gb (A)
If
(i) if there is a finite number of jumps, then v(A)^s(A\ W ). (ii) if there is an infinite number of jumps, then v(A) = s(A\ w ).
